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UtilitiesUtilities

Electrical UtilitiesElectrical Utilities

Electrical ServiceElectrical Service

A. Fundamentals of ElectricityA. Fundamentals of Electricity

1.1. Voltage=pressureVoltage=pressure

2.2. Amperage=rate of flow, as little as 50/1000 of an Amperage=rate of flow, as little as 50/1000 of an 
ampere can be fatalampere can be fatal

3.    Ohms=resistance of the conductor3.    Ohms=resistance of the conductor

4.4. Watts=voltage multiplied by AmperageWatts=voltage multiplied by Amperage

B. Two types of electrical currentB. Two types of electrical current

1.1. Alternating Current ACAlternating Current AC

a.a. Current flows in pulses at the rate of 60 cycles per Current flows in pulses at the rate of 60 cycles per 
minuteminute

b.b. Used in all types of structuresUsed in all types of structures

2.2. Direct Current DCDirect Current DC

a.a. Current flows continuously in one direction onlyCurrent flows continuously in one direction only

b.b. Used in automobiles, some commercial applicationsUsed in automobiles, some commercial applications
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C. Generating PlantsC. Generating Plants

1.1. Varies depending on city/countyVaries depending on city/county

D. Transmission CircuitsD. Transmission Circuits

1.1. Carries electricity between generatingCarries electricity between generating
plants and receiving stationsplants and receiving stations

E.  Receiving StationsE.  Receiving Stations

1.1. Steps down voltageSteps down voltage

F.  Sub Transmission CircuitsF.  Sub Transmission Circuits

1.1. May go directly to large occupancies or         May go directly to large occupancies or         
distribution stationsdistribution stations

G. Distribution StationsG. Distribution Stations
1.1. Primary Lines; 600 to 4800 volts,>600 volts=HIGH Primary Lines; 600 to 4800 volts,>600 volts=HIGH 

VOLTAGEVOLTAGE
2.2. Secondary Lines;120 to 600 voltsSecondary Lines;120 to 600 volts
H. OverheadH. Overhead
1.1. Open WireOpen Wire

a.a. 22--3 separate wires 120 volts each3 separate wires 120 volts each
b.b. Anchored to building by insulatorsAnchored to building by insulators

c.c. Older occupancies, usually not groundedOlder occupancies, usually not grounded

2.2. Triplex 3 wires twisted togetherTriplex 3 wires twisted together
a.a. Each insulated wire carries 120 voltsEach insulated wire carries 120 volts

b.b. Bare wire is “guy” or “tension” wire and also serves as a Bare wire is “guy” or “tension” wire and also serves as a 
secondary groundsecondary ground
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I. I. Commercial Industrial OccupanciesCommercial Industrial Occupancies

1. 1. Voltage from 360 to 34,500 voltsVoltage from 360 to 34,500 volts

2. 2. Overhead servicesOverhead services

a.a. Open wireOpen wire

b.b. TriplexTriplex

c.c. FourFour--plex or Quadraplexplex or Quadraplex

3. 3. Main switch located in pad mounted transformers orMain switch located in pad mounted transformers or
vaultsvaults
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J. Main Power DisconnectsJ. Main Power Disconnects

1.1. Usually in same panel or adjacent to meterUsually in same panel or adjacent to meter

2.2. General TypeGeneral Type
a. Fused pulla. Fused pull--out, older occupanciesout, older occupancies

b. Circuit breakerb. Circuit breaker--most commonmost common

c. External leverc. External lever

1. Most common in commercial buildings1. Most common in commercial buildings

2. Used to control single electrical device2. Used to control single electrical device

3.3. Procedure for shutting off breakersProcedure for shutting off breakers
a. Shut off branch circuit first, i.e. individual circuitsa. Shut off branch circuit first, i.e. individual circuits

4.4. HomesHomes
a. Breaker panel is below weather heada. Breaker panel is below weather head

b. Older homes may have the meter on the exterior and theb. Older homes may have the meter on the exterior and the

breaker or fuse panels in interiorbreaker or fuse panels in interior

c.  Close box after disconnectingc.  Close box after disconnecting
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5. Apartments5. Apartments

a. Main shut and meters are n exterior or ina. Main shut and meters are n exterior or in

subterranean garagessubterranean garages

b. Each unit has a sub panel within the unitb. Each unit has a sub panel within the unit

6. Commercial Buildings6. Commercial Buildings

a. Each unit may have its own main and several suba. Each unit may have its own main and several sub--

panels     panels     

7. Large Occupancies7. Large Occupancies--high risehigh rise

a. May have pad mounted transformersa. May have pad mounted transformers

b. May have main electrical panels in vaults or roomsb. May have main electrical panels in vaults or rooms

c. Subc. Sub--panels on each floor or areapanels on each floor or area
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Electrical EmergenciesElectrical Emergencies
A. General Fire Ground SafetyA. General Fire Ground Safety

1.1. Power should be disconnected on all working fires and Power should be disconnected on all working fires and 

any incident where the roof, walls or ceiling are to be any incident where the roof, walls or ceiling are to be 
openedopened

2.2. Edison should be notified whenever power is Edison should be notified whenever power is 
disconnecteddisconnected

3.3. Large occupancies should be preplanned to save timeLarge occupancies should be preplanned to save time

4.4. On site maintenance personnel or building owner On site maintenance personnel or building owner 
should be utilized wherever possible to assist in should be utilized wherever possible to assist in 
managing electrical servicesmanaging electrical services

5.5. Disconnect power to areas where the ceiling or walls Disconnect power to areas where the ceiling or walls 
are to be opened for overhaulare to be opened for overhaul

B. Downed wiresB. Downed wires

1.1. May appear to be safe and may not arch when May appear to be safe and may not arch when 
contacting the ground.  Downed wires tend to coil up contacting the ground.  Downed wires tend to coil up 
when broken.when broken.

2.2. Wires may be unexpectedly reWires may be unexpectedly re--energized at any timeenergized at any time

3.3. A downed wire can energize any thing it touches i.e. A downed wire can energize any thing it touches i.e. 
fences, phone, cable TV etc.fences, phone, cable TV etc.

4.4. All apparatus should be kept at least 1All apparatus should be kept at least 1--pole distance pole distance 
away from breakaway from break

C. Moving downed wiresC. Moving downed wires

1.1. UseUse “Wire“Wire Grabber”Grabber” oror “Mechanical“Mechanical Axe”Axe”
toto grabgrab andand holdhold wirewire withinwithin 11 footfoot ofof thethe endend
ifif possiblepossible

2.2. GraspGrasp wirewire tightlytightly andand pull,pull, notnot pushpush toto safesafe
areaarea

3.3. MarkMark areaarea withwith cones,cones, adviseadvise allall personnelpersonnel

4.4. PikePike polepole maymay bebe usedused toto pullpull wirewire shortshort
distancesdistances

5.5. UtilityUtility roperope maymay bebe usedused toto throwthrow aroundaround wirewire
andand createcreate cloveclove hitchhitch toto pullpull wirewire awayaway
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D. Downed wires over vehiclesD. Downed wires over vehicles

1.1. Direct patients remain in vehicleDirect patients remain in vehicle

2.2. If victim must get out of vehicle, give specific If victim must get out of vehicle, give specific 
instructions of where to jumpinstructions of where to jump

E. Methods to Shut off Electrical Service to StructuresE. Methods to Shut off Electrical Service to Structures

1.1. Rely on Edison to shut off, 20 minute ETARely on Edison to shut off, 20 minute ETA

2.2. Shut down service at main panelShut down service at main panel

3.3. Cut Drip loopCut Drip loop

F. Meter RemovalF. Meter Removal--Last resort for underground serviceLast resort for underground service

1.1. Remove security ring then tilt toward supply sideRemove security ring then tilt toward supply side

2.2. DisadvantagesDisadvantages

a.a. Meter explosion, faster disc movement =greater Meter explosion, faster disc movement =greater 

explosion potentialexplosion potential

b.b. Leaves exposed live conductors at eye levelLeaves exposed live conductors at eye level

c.c. Doesn’t disconnect illegal byDoesn’t disconnect illegal by--passpass

G. Cutting Drip Loops with SafetyG. Cutting Drip Loops with Safety--Line CuttersLine Cutters

1.1. Cut when meter or main breaker panel is Cut when meter or main breaker panel is 
damaged, inaccessible or illegally altereddamaged, inaccessible or illegally altered

2.2. Easiest to repair, no consumer costEasiest to repair, no consumer cost

3.3. Use full safety equipment, including gogglesUse full safety equipment, including goggles

4.4. Wear rubber or leather gauntlet gloves if availableWear rubber or leather gauntlet gloves if available

5.5. Stand on nonStand on non--conductive surfaceconductive surface
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6.   Begin with upper most or farthest away  6.   Begin with upper most or farthest away  

wire first nearest the supply sidewire first nearest the supply side

7.   Pull wires apart from each other using 7.   Pull wires apart from each other using 

hook of mechanical axehook of mechanical axe

8.   Wear eye protection8.   Wear eye protection

9.   Leave tension wire intact9.   Leave tension wire intact

10. Stagger cuts so that they don’t contact 10. Stagger cuts so that they don’t contact 

each othereach other
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Gas UtilitiesGas Utilities

A. ToolsA. Tools

1.1. ChannelChannel--Lock Pliers, Crescent Wrench, Pipe WrenchLock Pliers, Crescent Wrench, Pipe Wrench

2.2. Used to operate the Gas Meter Set Assembly (MSA) Used to operate the Gas Meter Set Assembly (MSA) 
Shut off valves (flat head valve)Shut off valves (flat head valve)

3.3. It is best to use insulated toolsIt is best to use insulated tools

B. Natural Gas (Physical Properties)B. Natural Gas (Physical Properties)

1.1. AutoAuto--ignition temperature 900 to 1170 degreesignition temperature 900 to 1170 degrees

2.2. Flammable Range is between 4 and 15%Flammable Range is between 4 and 15%

3.3. Vapor density=.65 (lighter than air)Vapor density=.65 (lighter than air)

4.4. Slow burning compared to other gases, but still Slow burning compared to other gases, but still 
explosiveexplosive

5.5. Odorless, tasteless, colorless, nonOdorless, tasteless, colorless, non--poisonouspoisonous

6.6. The odorant “Mercaptan” is added to aid in the The odorant “Mercaptan” is added to aid in the 
detection of leaks.  Natural Gas can be detected by detection of leaks.  Natural Gas can be detected by 
smell as low as 1%smell as low as 1%

7.7. In concentrations greater than 7% it will displace In concentrations greater than 7% it will displace 
oxygen and asphyxiation may occuroxygen and asphyxiation may occur

C. DistributionC. Distribution
1.1. Distribution main pipelines operate from 7 to 40 psi.  Distribution main pipelines operate from 7 to 40 psi.  

Typically ranging in sizes 4”, 6” and 8”.  They can be Typically ranging in sizes 4”, 6” and 8”.  They can be 
larger.larger.

2.2. Older mains are made from steel and in rare cases Older mains are made from steel and in rare cases 
copper.  Newer mains are generally Polyethylene copper.  Newer mains are generally Polyethylene 
(orange or yellow in color)(orange or yellow in color)

3.3. Service lines run from the distribution mains to the Service lines run from the distribution mains to the 
MSAMSA

4.4. The “Riser” is the portion of the service line that The “Riser” is the portion of the service line that 
extends vertically from the ground to the MSAextends vertically from the ground to the MSA

5.5. Service lines operate from 7 to 40 psi.  Typically Service lines operate from 7 to 40 psi.  Typically 
ranging in the sizes ¾’ranging in the sizes ¾’-- 1¼’ 1¼’ 
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D. Natural Gas MetersD. Natural Gas Meters

1.1. Meters are used to record the usage of Natural Meters are used to record the usage of Natural 
Gas for billingGas for billing

2.2. The Meter Set Assembly (MSA) includes the The Meter Set Assembly (MSA) includes the 
Flat Head Valve (Shut Off), Filter, Pressure Flat Head Valve (Shut Off), Filter, Pressure 
Regulator, Meter and all pipe and fittings above Regulator, Meter and all pipe and fittings above 
the Flat Head Valvethe Flat Head Valve

3.3. Pressure is reduced to ¼ psi after the Pressure is reduced to ¼ psi after the 
regulator on residential servicesregulator on residential services

4. Meter locations4. Meter locations

a. Residential occupancies are usuallya. Residential occupancies are usually

located on the side or rear of the  located on the side or rear of the  

buildingbuilding

b. Commercial occupancies are usuallyb. Commercial occupancies are usually

located on the side or rear of the buildinglocated on the side or rear of the building

c. Industrial occupancies may be located abovec. Industrial occupancies may be located above

or below ground in a protected cage or pitor below ground in a protected cage or pit

d. Major complexes may have a meter roomd. Major complexes may have a meter room

inside of the buildinginside of the building
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E. Shutting Off Natural Gas ValvesE. Shutting Off Natural Gas Valves

1.1. The Gas Department should be notified when the gas The Gas Department should be notified when the gas 
has been shut off to a building or unit within a buildinghas been shut off to a building or unit within a building

2.2. Most ShutMost Shut--off valves can be locked off with a “Pin” off valves can be locked off with a “Pin” 
type lock by the Gas Departmenttype lock by the Gas Department

3.3. All meters have a shutAll meters have a shut--off valve (Flat Head Valve) on off valve (Flat Head Valve) on 
the supply or street side of the “MSA”the supply or street side of the “MSA”

4.4. When in doubt you can shut off both valves on each When in doubt you can shut off both valves on each 
side of the meter if presentside of the meter if present
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5. Multi5. Multi--unit occupancies may haveunit occupancies may have

individual meters and valves for each unitindividual meters and valves for each unit

6. Actuating Flat Head Valves6. Actuating Flat Head Valves

a. Flat Head Valves can be found on residential and a. Flat Head Valves can be found on residential and 

some light commercial services up to 2”some light commercial services up to 2”

b. Valve has a “Tang” (rectangular brass grip) attached b. Valve has a “Tang” (rectangular brass grip) attached 
to the valve core.  The Tang will rotate 360 degreesto the valve core.  The Tang will rotate 360 degrees

c. Place an insulated tool on the tang andc. Place an insulated tool on the tang and

turn crosswise to the piping to shut offturn crosswise to the piping to shut off

the gas flowthe gas flow

d. When the tang is ind. When the tang is in--line with the piping line with the piping 

the valve is open.  When it isthe valve is open.  When it is

perpendicular to the piping it is closed.perpendicular to the piping it is closed.

e. Do not force the valve.  If the tang e. Do not force the valve.  If the tang 

breaks off, it will be difficult to control breaks off, it will be difficult to control 

the gas flow.the gas flow.
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7. Actuating Flange Type Valves at the MSA7. Actuating Flange Type Valves at the MSA

a. Found on commercial and industriala. Found on commercial and industrial

services 2” and largerservices 2” and larger

b. Large wrenches or specialized tools are b. Large wrenches or specialized tools are 

necessary for this type of valvenecessary for this type of valve

c. Placing a tool on the tang and turning c. Placing a tool on the tang and turning 

the tang clockwise ¼ turn will open the the tang clockwise ¼ turn will open the 

valve.  Turning the tang ¼ turn valve.  Turning the tang ¼ turn 

countercounter--clockwise will open the valve.clockwise will open the valve.

8. Street, Curb and District Regulator Flange8. Street, Curb and District Regulator Flange

ValvesValves

a. Some larger occupancies (schools, a. Some larger occupancies (schools, 

hospitals and churches) have “Curb hospitals and churches) have “Curb 

Valves” located near the street and  Valves” located near the street and  

will have an iron cover marked “GAS”will have an iron cover marked “GAS”

b.  Mains can have inb.  Mains can have in--line valves in the streetline valves in the street

marked “GAS”marked “GAS”

c.   District Regulator Vaults have “Flange   c.   District Regulator Vaults have “Flange   

Valves” inside and outside the vaultsValves” inside and outside the vaults

d. Industrial complexes may have gate d. Industrial complexes may have gate 

valves with a wheel type shutvalves with a wheel type shut--off handle.off handle.

Turning the wheel clockwise several turnsTurning the wheel clockwise several turns

will shut off the gas flow.will shut off the gas flow.

e. Fire Department personnel should note. Fire Department personnel should not

access or actuate any Flange Valves inaccess or actuate any Flange Valves in

the street or vaults.  The Gas Department the street or vaults.  The Gas Department 

personnel should be notified when thesepersonnel should be notified when these

valves are involved in an incident.valves are involved in an incident.
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F. Gas LeaksF. Gas Leaks--wear full PPE including SCBAwear full PPE including SCBA

1.1. ConsiderationsConsiderations
a.a. In densely concentrated areas, where the ground In densely concentrated areas, where the ground 

has been covered with concrete or asphalt, a has been covered with concrete or asphalt, a 
natural gas leak will travel beneath the covering natural gas leak will travel beneath the covering 
until the natural gas finds a place to escape.  until the natural gas finds a place to escape.  
Therefore, in these cases natural gas can migrate Therefore, in these cases natural gas can migrate 
into a buildinginto a building

b.b. Natural Gas pipelines should not be squeezed or Natural Gas pipelines should not be squeezed or 
clamped closed.  Steel pipelines carry an electrical clamped closed.  Steel pipelines carry an electrical 
current for corrosion control purposes and current for corrosion control purposes and 
polyethylene pipelines can carry a static electrical polyethylene pipelines can carry a static electrical 
charge.  Failure to adhere to specialized procedures charge.  Failure to adhere to specialized procedures 
may have disastrous consequences.may have disastrous consequences.

2. Inside Leaks: (most common leaks inside 2. Inside Leaks: (most common leaks inside 
buildings are at the appliances)buildings are at the appliances)

a.a. Search for occupantsSearch for occupants

b.b. Consider evacuationConsider evacuation

c.c. Attempt to shut off appliances if possibleAttempt to shut off appliances if possible

d.d. Avoid operating electrical switchesAvoid operating electrical switches

e.e. Open windows and use natural ventilation to clear Open windows and use natural ventilation to clear 
buildingsbuildings

f.f. If unable to locate the source of the leak or if unsafe If unable to locate the source of the leak or if unsafe 
to enter the building, turn the gas flow off actuating to enter the building, turn the gas flow off actuating 
the Flat Head Valve at the meterthe Flat Head Valve at the meter

3. Outside Main or Service Line Leaks3. Outside Main or Service Line Leaks

a.a. With no fireWith no fire

1.1. Assess the location of the leak to determine if it is Assess the location of the leak to determine if it is 
above or below the Flat Head Valve.  Relay this above or below the Flat Head Valve.  Relay this 
information to the Gas Department upon your information to the Gas Department upon your 
request for their responserequest for their response

2.2. Isolate and deny entryIsolate and deny entry

3.3. Evacuate the area and surrounding buildings if Evacuate the area and surrounding buildings if 
necessarynecessary

4.4. Remove ignition sources (consider other meters)Remove ignition sources (consider other meters)

b.b. Protect exposures (handlines, shut windows)Protect exposures (handlines, shut windows)

1.1. Do not attempt to plug or restrict gas flowDo not attempt to plug or restrict gas flow
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c. With firec. With fire

1. Isolate and deny entry1. Isolate and deny entry

2. Evacuate the area and surrounding2. Evacuate the area and surrounding

exposures if necessaryexposures if necessary

3. Protect exposures3. Protect exposures

4. Do not attempt to extinguish the fire4. Do not attempt to extinguish the fire

unless there is a great potential forunless there is a great potential for

injury or property damageinjury or property damage


